MAP INDEX

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE & VA UNITS LISTINGS ADMITTED TO BEING IN EXPOSURE AREA & other useful information. This is a Listing of where these units were Based at, and rotated to the DMZ.

#1.
Watkins Range One of the 51st. Sig.Bn Training areas
2ND. and 9TH. INF.DIV. AREA

#2.
Camp St. Barbara Area 6th. & 12th. Artillery --HATAN RIVER AREA

#3.
2ND. and 10TH. CAVALRY AREA
1ST. and 17TH. INF. AREA
Camp Kaiser area 1970
Camp Hiday area
Area on the LIST for herbicide spraying

#4.
1ST. and 73RD. ARMOR AREA
Camp Beavers area
WASHED OUT IN 1971 MONSOON FLOOD
Area on the list for Herbicide spraying

#5.
CAMP CASEY AREA
CAMP RED CLOUD - New

#6.
3RD. and 32RD. CAVALRY AREA & 2ND. & 7TH.
On the LIST---
Camp Hovey area where Herbicides were sprayed?

#7.
51ST. SIG. BN. REMOTE SITE
ALBANY

#8.
Camp Red Cloud - Prior to being moved to Camp Casey
125TH. MEDICAL DETACHMENT -- "D" COMPANY 51ST. SIGNAL (THOR ECHO) at North side of CRC.
44TH. SURGICAL HOSPITAL
Reference VBA Decision File C 24 745 478 Date Nov.25, 2005 Areas where Herbicide was used?

#9.
51ST. SIGNAL BN.
CAMP PILILAAU

#10.
HILL 651 - 51ST. SIGNAL REMOTE SITE

#11.
EIGHT ARMY HEADQUARTERS
8TH. ARMY GUN CLUB
YONSAN GARRISON

#12.
K-14 KIMPO AIR BASE
177TH. REPLACEMENT CO.
6044TH. USAF DISPENSARY / HOSPITAL
Where most GI's Received the famous GG SHOTS - Upon Arrival to Korea

#13.
CAMP HOWZE 2ND. INF. DIV. HEADQUARTERS - 1968 - Prior to being moved to Camp Casey.
#14.  
1ST. AND 38TH. INF. DIV. Area  
CAMP CUSTER

#15.  
2nd. and 72nd. ARMOR Area  
Formerly Camp Pelham– Now has been named.  
Camp Gary Owen  
This is an area on the Govt. LIST where Herbicides were sprayed?

#16.  
1st. and 72nd. ARMOR Area  
Camp Rose area  1969 on the Govt. LIST of area where Herbicides were sprayed?

#17.  
Area where 51st. Signal Bn. May have also held Training exercises?  
Unity temple TOMB AREA.

#18.  
3RD. and 23RD. INF. DIV. Area  
Camp Lawton "A" Company

#19.  
3RD. and 23RD. INF. DIV. Area  
Camp Wilson "B" & "C" Company

#20.  
4th. and 7th. INF. 1969 Area  
Camp Mackenzie  
Camp Area is on the Govt. LIST of Area where Herbicide's were sprayed?

#21.  
3rd. and 23rd. INF. Area  
Camp Wilson 1969 Camp Lawson, Camp Greaves  
This area is on the Govt. list of where herbicide was sprayed.  
Location on this map seems to be incorrect. Most likely is on North side of Imjin River after crossing Freedom.

#22.  
FREEDOM BRIDGE  
2nd. and 23rd. INF. Area  
"A" & "B" Company  
1st. and 9th. INF  
DMZ POLICE -CHECK POINT  
THIS AREA ON THE GOVT. LIST OF AREA WHERE HERBICIDES WERE SPRAYED  
Camp GREAVES on north side of Freedom Bridge

#23.  
SPOONBILL FLOATING BRIDGE AREA 1969

#24.  
2nd. and 17th. INF. Area 68/69  
Camp Saber  
Name changed to Camp PELHAM  
Camp MCINTRE 1st. and 17th. INF.  
ON GOVERNMENT LIST OF UNIT IN AREA OF HERBICIDE EXPOSURE
#25.
ACTA
Advanced Combat Training Academy
Tent City, North side Imjin River

#26.
1ST. and 23RD. INF DIV. Area
Camp Wilbur "A" & "B"

#27.
2ND. and 23RD. INF. DIV. Area
"C" Company Blue Lancer Valley
2ND. and 38TH. INF. DIV. Area

#28.
2ND. and 9TH. INF. DIV. Area
CAMP COURSEN = K-7
Camps "A", "B", "C"

#29.
2nd. and 31st. INF. DIV. Area
CAMP MATTA

#30.
1st. and 38th. INF. Area
2nd. and 9th. INF. Area
Camp Wentzel, Camp Reddick,
This area on the Govt. LIST of where Herbicides were used

#31.
Now is Camp Bonifas & Camp Liberty Bell
as well as JSA Area, United Nations Command area- Within the Southern Boundary of the DMZ.

#32.
1st. and 23RD. INF. DIV. Area
Camp Clinch "C" Co.

#33.
LIBBY BRIDGE AREA

#34.
NAKTA, DMZ, Forward Communications OP,
5th. ROK Marine
Advanced Warning Radio / RTT / UHF/VHF/ CRYPTO Communications site.

#35.
BIRYONG REMOTE 51st. Signal Site.

#36.
Noteworthy Communication center (JSA)
Mobile units Christmas week from 51st. Tied in for communications - release of PUEBLO Crew

#37.
Castle Site 51st. Signal

#38.
HILL 754 (OTHER NAME ??) 51st. Signal SITE

#39.
CHINESE TUNNEL AREA -- Along the Hatan River....
On Old Hwy 37 between Camp St. Barbara & Rodrigues Range
38 degree. 01 2419 North 127 degree .10 04 02 EAST
MAP INDEX

#40.
JACKSON Maine Area & VHF HILL / SITE
ALSO ANCIENT TOMB SITE. Gongneung --
holds the body of Queen Jangsun.
One of the FIELD EXERCISE Area's of the 51st. Signal Bn.

#41.
TWIN BUDAHAS (STATUES)
Double Buddha statue, Paju Miruk, in Kyonggi Province

#42.
ALAMO SITE 51st. Signal

#43.
AIEGBONG PEAK - MONUMENT
FOP-forward observation post at the very edge of the Southern Boundary of the
DMZ at the edge of the IMJIN River. Point where Large Speaker Bank was in
place. Christmas Tree & Candy Cane Display was put up at that point.

THE FOLLOWING 51st. Remote Signal Sites have not been Identified at this time.

BAYONET - DANGER - DUKE - JUPITER - ROBUST

Keep in mind that AGENT ORANGE and other Herbicides were shipped to KOREA and arrived at
certain PORTS or Air Fields.
They then had to be delivered to OTHER STORAGE AREAS and the areas of usage
(DMZ). Leakage and U.S. Military personnel handling of such, to have taken place while
transporting.
The Department of the Army has stated NO - U.S. Military were involved in the actual
Spraying.
That statement is open for discussion, Because there had to be some U.S. Military Chemical
Officer or other U.S. Military personnel on site where the spraying was done. So that the records
would reflect the amount used as well as the operation being done as required.